
TikTok Ads

Success Cases


TikTok Ads has become a reliable traffic provider for us, ranking 4th among the rest.

The creative format is a short video immersive format appearing in user’s feed.  the cost of ad 

placement is comparable to Facebook. Knowing in advance the specifics of this site and its target 

audience, you can prepare work more effectively and achieve great results.

TikTok is rapidly gaining popularity. The platform provides you with incremental audience of 18-35 year 

olds around the globe.

We made these success cases to share our experience with you.



Doorman Story, UK, iOS

Purchase Optimisation
Doorman Story is a casual time management game where user builds business into a large hotel chain. 

AdQuantum started acquiring traffic for Doorman Story at TikTok (In Feed Ads) in May 2019.


There were no clear goals for reducing CPI on TikTok, as well as for the ratio of traffic to other placements — 

this regulated the auction on each of the placements. At the same time, AdQuantum tested installation 

optimization VS purchase optimization. The second type of optimization turned out to be more profitable in 

terms of LTV + 52%.


Purchase opt. vs Install opt.
CPI

+32%

CPA

-35%

LTV

+52%

Increase the amount 


of paying users

1

2 Increase the ROI

Goals



Doorman Story, UK, iOS

Increasing Creatives’ LTV
1 Maximize creatives' LTV

2 Increase ROAS

Goals

Over the course of a month, AdQuantum created and tested creatives for various hypotheses on the basis of 

consultation with TikTok creative managers, selected the most effective creatives with gameplay and removed 

them as they "burned out". The full rotation took 1-2 weeks. At the same time, TikTok's algorithms were finding 

a game-relevant audience that not only played, but also made in-app purchases, which had a positive impact 

on the predicted and final LTV.

Creative’s LTV

+248%



Fitness club simulator game, US, Android

Adaptive Creatives
AdQuantum started acquiring traffic for this fitness club simulator game via TikTok in August 2020. We tried  

to compare adaptive creatives vs broad creatives. With adaptive creatives’ production we took into account 

the the specifics of TikTok advertising: 

1 Maximize creatives' LTV

2 Increase ROAS

Goals

Native view of the creative showing people 

that naturally fits user’s feed;


Active intense music;


Rapid shots change;

Engaging viewers with Characters from the game 

interacting with real people;


TikTok unique Safe zones;


Leveraging the power of TikTok hashtag challenges.

Adaptive creatives vs Broad creatives
CPI

+54%

CPA

-8%

LTV

+64%



Fitingo (iOS), US, UK, AU, CA

Purchase Optimisation
1 Increase CR from install to trial

2 Increase the Revenue

Goals

Fitingo was developed based on the results of over 20,000 people who followed the 8-week fitness plan in 

2014-2020 and submitted their weight and measurements on a weekly basis. AdQuantum started acquiring 

traffic for Fitingo at TikTok in August 2020.


Using TikTok to boost CR from install to purchase was a good idea. We focused on native creatives with real 

people. Ads looked native in the feed, which made it easier to get conversions. Users had no doubts after 

watching promotional videos and what they saw in the app after installation. This allowed them to easily pay 

for the trial.


Purchase optimisation


Installs

38,800
Revenue (Native creatives)

$3,730
CR from install to trial

4.21%



Gold & Goblins (Android), US, UK, AU, CA

Purchase Optimisation
1 Increase the amount of paying users

2 Increase the ROI

Goals

Gold and Goblins: Idle merger is an Idle game with merge mechanics where the player controls little goblins 

that mine gold in shafts. The player's goal is to manage resources, get more goblins, merge them and break 

ever-growing rocks to find gold and get to the next shaft. AdQuantum started acquiring traffic for Gold and 

Goblins at TikTok in February 2021.


Several creative hypotheses have been tried, but the ad video with real people performed best of all.

Purchase optimisation


Installs

12,000
Revenue (Native creatives)

$5,250
CR from install to trial

1.31%



Idle Light City (Android), US, UK, AU, CA

Purchase Optimisation
1 Increase the CR from install 

to purchase

Goals

Idle Light City — a brand new clicker game! The entire city is in darkness and needs your help to light it up. 

Run the lightbulb factory and produce as many lightbulbs as you can, unlock new buildings and light them up 

to earn money. AdQuantum started acquiring traffic for Idle Light City at TikTok in August 2020.


In this idle, tap tap and clicker game, you can unlock and discover many buildings and enjoy the amusement 

park. Earn cash, purchase upgrades, produce lightbulbs faster and expand the city.

Purchase optimisation


CR from install to purchase (Native creatives)

1.82%

CR from install to purchase

2.77%


